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is a wrapper application for the Minecraft
Launcher, which, in fact, makes it store all

Minecraft data in one directory. This
means that you don't need to re-download
any versions of the game in the future, just
make sure that it is saved from the moment

you installed it and works in MineCraft
Launter. Taking screenshots If you install
mcx launcher for MCPE, you will need to
select the desired settings. Below are the
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most useful ones: select the default settings
option (if required). It allows you to run

MineBridge without problems; remove all
settings and select the option to launch the
application; set the resolution to "240x400"

for your screen, and click "Apply" and
"OK". After that, the MineBackup

application will launch and immediately
prompt you to insert a memory card. If you

have a memory card, just save the
application with settings without restarting
it. Launching MCPEG If your MCPEP has

a special add-on created for MCEP, the
MineMediaStudio program will launch and
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show you the files that you have saved to
MCPEC with this program. After running
this program, you will get an image, for
example, a picture with all textures and
reflection textures. If you have selected

many files, the program will sort them, and
then show images of those files that could
not be sorted. It will then prompt you to

place these files in the MCP3X storage - as
MCIP files. Use the program to start

downloading files from your memory card.
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